
RESONATE IN THE FREQUENCY OF DENEAN

TAGLINE

Resonate in the Frequency of Denean. 

SLOGAN

Music that communes with Spirit and awakens the heart.

ONE SENTENCE BIO

Denean is a trasformational recording artist and award-winning producer, 
who's main focus is on opening pathways to higher states of awareness 
through music and sound.

ONE PARAGRAPH BIO

With mindful intention, Denean’s music beckons us to follow her deep into 
the sacred mystery, opening pathways to higher states of awareness. Denean, 
an award-winning producer, has a deep rich history of Lakota spiritual 
practice which has greatly influenced her music. Also, two of Denean’s earlier 
albums, Fire Prayer and The Weaving reached gold and platinum status in 
southeast Asia markets. Her latest release is Gaia’s Prayer.

SHORT BIO

RESONATE IN THE FREQUENCY OF DENEAN
MUSIC THAT COMMUNES WITH SPIRIT AND AWAKENS THE HEART

Denean's Gaia's Prayer album beckons us to strip away all pretense and follow
her deep into the sacred mystery of the Earth Mother who shares her heart 
with us. *Gaia's Prayer is Denean's latest 2016 release.



The main focus of Denean’s work is on opening pathways to higher states of 
awareness through music and sound. A Kentucky native, she is an 
internationally acclaimed award winning recording artist of music with 
Native and angelic themes. She has albums that have reached gold and 
platinum in Southeast Asia Markets and has worked for Disney with musical 
greats Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz.

With a deep rich history of Native American spiritual practice which has 
greatly influenced her music, Denean births and sings many songs in the 
Lakota language. In her recordings, she intuitively works with the sounds and
energies of nature and of the Divine. She then weaves all of these influences 
together to create a sound tapestry that nourishes the spirit and opens the 
listener to higher states of awareness. And this is exactly what you will find in
Gaia's Prayer.

Dr. Beatrix Czeizel & Aniko Gresko of Stellar Nations tell us of Gaia's 
Prayer: “Again a beautiful masterpiece was born from Denean’s heart and soul! 
Amazing beauty dreamt into sacred sounds …”

*Gaia's Prayer is released through Woo Way Intuitive Healing Arts and distributed through Landr. Woo Way 
Intuitive Healing Arts is a music recording and production company centered around the spiritual teachings and 
healing music of Denean.

LONG BIO

RESONATE IN THE FREQUENCY OF DENEAN
MUSIC THAT COMMUNES WITH SPIRIT AND AWAKENS THE HEART

(insert Gaia's Prayer album cover here)

A picture does paint a thousand words; it is true. But this image goes beyond 
words. The cover of Denean's album, Gaia's Prayer, beckons us to strip away 
all pretense and follow her deep into the sacred mystery of the Earth Mother 
who shares her heart with us.



“It was a calling I could not ignore. As I sat there upon her back, I could feel 
her energy moving through me, swirling and spinning. It changed me forever. 
I knew in that moment that I had become pregnant with the energy of her 
message and her prayer...Gaia's Prayer.” Denean

Kiara Windrider author of “Ilahinoor: Awakening the Divine 
Human”describes Denean's Gaia's Prayer release this way: “Let the veils of 
separation fall away as Denean weaves together the sounds of humpback whales, the 
energies of Ilahinoor, and her pristine voice to create spectacular compositions of 
healing sound. Ilahinoor is a field of galactic light that is moving through the earth 
now to catalyze our next evolutionary journey. As we embody this frequency of light,
we co-create a beautiful new earth with Gaia!"

The main focus of Denean’s work is on opening pathways to higher states of 
awareness through music and sound. A Kentucky native, she is an 
internationally acclaimed, award-winning recording artist of music with 
Native and angelic themes. She has albums that have reached gold and 
platinum in Southeast Asia Markets and has worked for Disney with musical 
greats Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz.

As we reflect on the Gaia's Prayer image once again, Denean's silhouette 
subtly suggests to us that there is more being told here if you look closely and
listen carefully. She quietly whispers to us the story of an earlier time, when 
after a decade on the Nashville county music scene, she found herself in a life 
or death crisis of an abusive marriage. Again and again she received the 
message “...if you don't get out of this situation you will die and you will not 
be able to do what you came to this planet to do.” Perhaps it was Gaia 
speaking to her even then. This seemingly impossible circumstance ultimately
sparked the genesis of a new life; the path of creating healing music for 
nurturing the soul with uncompromised devotion to truth.

So with complete abandon, leaving Nashville and leaving a record deal with a 
country label, Denean joined Etherean Music of Colorado where she released 
Fire Prayer, The Weaving, and Thunder.

In 1998 Denean formed her own company. Woo Way Intuitive Healing Arts is
a music recording and production company centered around the spiritual 



teachings and healing music of Denean. Included in the many releases of Woo
Way Intuitive Healing Arts are the re-releases of the earlier Etherean albums. 
Gaia's Prayer is Denean's latest release and distributed through Landr. With 
Gaia's Prayer, Denean re-united with Mark Derryberry who mastered the 
album. Mark was the audio engineer from the early days of her first three 
albums.

With a deep rich history of Native American spiritual practice, which has 
greatly influenced her music, Denean births and sings many songs in the 
Lakota language. In her recordings, she intuitively works with the sounds and
energies of nature and of the Divine. She then weaves all of these influences 
together to create a sound tapestry that nourishes the spirit and opens the 
listener to higher states of awareness. And this is exactly what you will find in
Gaia's Prayer.

Dr. Beatrix Czeizel & Aniko Gresko of Stellar Nations tell us of Gaia's 
Prayer: “Again a beautiful masterpiece was born from Denean’s heart and soul! 
Amazing beauty dreamt into sacred sounds …”
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